
THE CATHEDRAL OF BATHING AND STEAM
SAN FRANCISCO CITY RESORT & SPA RETREAT

 Three (3) hour pass includes access to world class saunas, hot tubs, 
        steam rooms, cold plunge, TV room, and decks with amazing views
        of the city and bay.
 The Zteamers bar and lounge o�ers European inspired food and drinks.
 Banya services include massages, venik platza, hammam, facials, and 
        wraps.

www.banyasf.com



ARCHIMEDES BANYA SIGNATURE PRODUCTS 
COMMUNAL TUBS, SAUNAS 
AND LOCKERS 
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2 Dry Sauna 
3 Hammam Steam Room 
4 Cold Plunge 
5 Hot Jacuzzi 
6 Hot Soaking Tub 
7 Entrance/ Exit 

Hammam Body Wash is a traditional Mediterranean 
scrub. After sweating in a sauna, your pores are open 
and ready for skin exfoliation. Armed with a Turkish 
glove and Moroccan olive oil soap, your therapist is 
pummeling and sloughing your body wiping away 
dead skin from head to toe.

Venik Platza, a steaming body hot massage using 
bundles of oak or birch branches with leaves, is 
performed in Russian saunas. The service combines 
healing powers of tree leaves with the revitalizing 
heat of the banya. In the Bay Area, this service is 
done in Archimedes only.

Aromatherapy is one of our most sophisticated 
techniques to stimulate the soul at Archimedes 
Banya. The extreme temperature and humidity 
percolate the mind, opens your pores, and enhances 
the beneficial properties of essential oils and herbs, 
which can quickly and fully permeate the body. The 
aromatic symphony conducted by Steam Chiefs 
induces positive effects to the heart and lungs and 
cleanses you of harmful toxins. It is an experience 
you will not find anywhere else in California.

Rooftop Yoga energizes your body through moving 
meditation on our rooftop with breathtaking views 
of San Francisco Bay and the City. The yoga is the 
perfect way to compliment your day of relaxation 
and restoration at Archimedes. We offer a variety of 
yoga practices including sound healing.

Song Kran Body Scrub and Massage provides deep 
relaxation with a classic Swedish massage and 
hammam in a warm wet room. Moroccan Black 
Sugar soap and Kessa glove enable perfect exfoliation 
and removal of the dead skin. The treatment relaxes 
your mind and revives your skin.

Banya Soups, being a meal and drink at the same 
time, are the most popular items at Zteamers café 
lounge and bar.  Our vegetarian borsch (Ukrainian 
beet), schi (Russian sauerkraut), and Korean kim chi 
soups are uniquely exceptional. Hearty Solyanka 
(Russian three meats), Kharcho (Georgian lamb), and 
Tom Yum (Thai seafood) soups satisfy a sophisticated 
gourmand. Also varieties of domestic and international 
draft beers will hydrate you after intensive sweating in 
Archimedes saunas.


